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Day 19 Highway 
Affirmation/Resistance Option 

 

 
 
 
“Super Eyeway” 
Kim anderson 
Canson Cold Press, Watercolor, Micro Pen 
SIZE | 8 x 10 
 
Why would anyone ever want to take the longest, slowest, and obstacle-filled route when the 
fastest, smoothest and barrier-free route is available right in front of them? Using the visual 
route, Deaf babies, children, and adults will achieve and succeed throughout life a lot faster than 
using the auditorial route. Deaf eyes have rapid (100%) and immediate access to everything, no 



delays – especially to acquiring a language. As the auditorial sign warns, delays are guaranteed 
and expected throughout the route of life. Deaf ears are not meant to be fixed, don’t waste time 
going that route! Take the most rapid, beautiful and accessible route – plenty of express lanes for 
everyone – it’s the Super Eyeway! 
 
NOTE: This artwork by Kim Anderson ©2019 is shareable with the narrative, please give credit 
to the artist.  
 



 
 
Untitled 
Rosemary Edwards 
Digital 
 
Pretty simple. I would like to see if you can see some messages in this?  



 

 
 
choices of school you attend 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Sharpies and micro line pens  
 
Description: most of times parents make decisions ( or choices) on where their deaf child is 
being placed whether the deaf child likes it or not... I’ve been in mainstreamed school all my 
childhood life. Sometimes I wonder often what I would be like if I had attended deaf school. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
“Miles High Under Construction” 
Bonita Harris  
Chalk, Markers 
 
The events in Denver, we always try to create several programs like Deaf Youth to set or monitor 
on Deaf children’s Education. They raise funds for their own missions or purposes. I hope to see 
their offices somewhere on the highway in the future.  
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
“Deaf Land Exit” 
Laurie Monahan 
Sharpie markers 5x8” 
 
Description: image you are on highway to exit for Deaf Land! Instead of bullshit AGB nor ASL 
Ban Land. Or go straight To “highway to hell” to take risk what your life be like being in hearing 
world. 

 

 

 



 
 
Highway Forever 
Bonnie Sandy  
10”x7” Mix Media paper and Ultra Fine Black Sharpie 
 
Harlie Speact recalls a memory of traveling to Hearing and Speech so far from home every early 
morning and back home every early evening. Very tiring experience. So little social time with 
friends. She sat in the back seat with her teddy bear, school bag and lunch bag every day, every 
trip. 
 
Bonnie W Sandy © 2019. Please ask before share. Please add a credit to me. Thank you. 

 



 

 

‘New Journey in 1984’ 
Diane Squires 
ArtRage drawing. 
Size: 8 x 11  
 
 


